This paper explores the relationship between linguistic and political modernity in a discussion of the first flush of vernacular political oratory in India over the first two decades of the twentieth century. Specifically, it focuses on the political verbal art of Tamil's greatest modern poet, Subramania Bharati (1882-1921). Bharati's poetry eschewed the high forms of cultural production available only to a small literary elite and embraced folk language, song, and meter. In this way his language perfectly modeled some of the odd contradictions of and intimate connections between linguistic and political modernity: they are new but built with old forms that index cultural continuity through time; they involve signs that are transparent, intelligible to vast numbers of people and are thus fit for universal interpellation; they are produced by elite agents who articulate them as elements of the folk. And perhaps most importantly, his art was meant to link the masses to a large-scale modern social imaginary of a unified Tamil people stretching back in time to a vivid past and forward to a future of independence and freedom. As nation states so characteristically do. Overall the paper interrogates the relationship between poetic language, oratory, and the emergence of the mass political in a consideration of Bharati's verbal art.
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